Thursday, December 20, 2018 at 4:14:40 PM Greenwich Mean Time

Subject: Re: Blueprint: released...
Date: Thursday, 13 December 2018 at 15:16:09 Greenwich Mean Time
From: Brian Freeston
To:
Rob Verkerk | ANH-Intl
Hi,
I have just received this email back from Wikipedia, which might interest you.
All the best,
Brian
Dear Brian Freeston,
ArScles on Wikipedia are deleted according to our DeleSon Policy:
<hVps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:DeleSon_policy>.
The arScle in quesSon was deleted a[er a debate at
<hVps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:ArScles_for_deleSon/Malcolm_Kendrick>, because members of the
community established that it was unsuitable for inclusion due to a lack of veriﬁable informaSon from
independent sources. If such sources are not provided during the deleSon discussion - which they were not then this indicates that the topic is not currently notable enough for a Wikipedia arScle.
If you believe a[er reading the deleSon policy that the arScle was unfairly deleted, you can ask the administrator
who deleted the arScle for a fuller explanaSon. If a[er an explanaSon you sSll believe the deleSon was unfair,
you can bring up the arScle at DeleSon Review (hVps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:DeleSon_review) where
the community can take another look to see if the arScle was deleted in error.
Yours sincerely,
Yun Shui
-Wikipedia - hVps://en.wikipedia.org/
--Disclaimer: all mail to this address is answered by volunteers, and responses are not to be considered an oﬃcial
statement of the Wikimedia FoundaSon. For oﬃcial correspondence, please contact the Wikimedia FoundaSon
by cerSﬁed mail at the address listed on hVps://www.wikimediafoundaSon.org/
13/12/2018 14:12 - Brian Freeston wrote:
> Hi guys,
>
> One of my interests is in nutriSonal science and natural medicine - not
> least because of the increasing costs and overall lowering eﬃcacy of
> 'mainstream' drugs.
>
> While I support groups and individuals that are skepScal and would
> ﬁght for their right to hold nutriSonal scienSsts to account I am
> seeing an insidious bias in Wikipedia that is censoring informaSon on
> accurate cholesterol science, certain diets and other validated natural
> and non-pharamceuScal approaches to managing or treaSng chronic diseases.
>
> This 'deleSonism' has to stop - unless of course you actually don't
> care for your reputaSon and become eventually just another source of
> half-truths.
>
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> Yours sincerely,
>
> Brian Freeston
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